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The game Mad Libs AKA Word Blanks, is a fun game for all ages where you blank out key words in a
sentence and then add in new random words without knowing the context.

For example the sentence may read:

My ____________ is very ______________.

So you would ask for a Noun and an Adjective to fill in the blanks.

This game can be adjusted for players of any skill level. Those that are able can choose a word
themselves OR you can offer bowls containing the required words. (Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs,
Adverbs, etc.)

Once you have filled all the blanks you can then read out the funny sentences/ poems you have
created.
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Poetry Mad Libs 

 

SMILING 

 

Smiling is a/an ________________ , you catch it like the flu. 

    NOUN 

When someone ________________ at me ______________ ,  

    PAST TENSE VERB    DAY/TIME 

I started smiling too. 

 

I passed around the ______________ and someone saw my  

     PLACE 

____________. 

 NOUN 

When he smiled I realised I had passed it on to him! 

 

I thought about the _______________ and thought about its worth. 

     NOUN 

A single _____________ like mine could ____________  

  NOUN      VERB  

‘round the Earth. 

 

If you feel a smile begin, don’t _________ it undetected. 

      VERB 

Let’s start an epidemic and get the _____________ infected. 

       PLACE 
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MY COUNTRY 

 

I love a ________________________ country, A _____________ of  

  ADJECTIVE        NOUN 

sweeping __________________, of ragged __________________  

   NOUN      NOUN 

ranges, of droughts and __________________ rains. 

      ADJECTIVE 

I love her _________________ horizons, I love her jewelled sea, Her  

   ADJECTIVE 

beauty and her __________________.  

    NOUN 

The _________________      ________________ land for me. 

  ADJECTIVE    ADJECTIVE 
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MY TREE’S SEASONS 

 

Spring wakens my ____________ a bejewelled ______________ bride… 

    NOUN     ADJECTIVE 

______________     _____________ make their ______________ 

 ADJECTIVE    NOUN    NOUN 

Summers ______________ lawn beneath my tree’s ______________ ... 

ADJECTIVE       NOUN 

Grass ____________    _____________ relief fall’s quick change ____________ 

  VERB   ADJECTIVE       NOUN 

From _________________ to gold to ___________________ … 

  ADJECTIVE      ADJECTIVE 

_______________ , my tree ___________________ 

 ADJECTIVE     VERB PLURAL 
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